CoE Assessment & Accreditation Committee Agenda
Tuesday, May 11, 2010 11:00 to 12:00
Eureka 213

1. Updates on Accreditation Reports:
   • WASC Reports. CTC Reports.
   • Q & A/ Clarifications

2. Recommendations for a CoE Assessment Management System
   • A framework for assessing our needs:
     ✓ Identification/agreement of outcomes to be assessed
     ✓ A plan for collecting & scoring the evidence
     ✓ Streamlined data collection, evidence collection & storage; and reporting
     ✓ Review & Analysis (i.e., “have our students achieved the performance targets we set?”)
     ✓ Centralized communication & information hub (i.e., “What are we going to do to improve the teaching and learning opportunities based on our findings?”)
     ✓ Minimal redundancies, budget constraints, technical resources
     ✓ ???
   • To what extent does our current system meet those needs?
     ✓ SacCt (e.g., Child Development)
     ✓ TaskStream (e.g., teaching credential programs)
     ✓ Flashlight (e.g., EDC)
     ✓ Other?
   • What should we recommend to bring the CoE Assessment Management System closer to our identified needs?

3. Transition to next year’s committee chair (Associate Dean Norman)